
Harness Type Purple Wire Connection Yellow Wire Connection

TP-50 Cut the wire to length, install the fork terminal

(supplied) and connect to #35 on the Telorvek

panel.

Cut the wire to length, install the fork

terminal (supplied) and connect to #36

on the Telorvek panel.

LT-40 Cut the wire to length, install the fork terminal

(supplied) and connect to #30 on the Telorvek

panel.

Cut the wire to length, install the fork

terminal (supplied) and connect to #29

on the Telorvek panel.

LT-50 Cut the wire to length, install the fork terminal

(supplied) and connect to #35 on the Telorvek

panel.

Cut the wire to length, install the fork

terminal (supplied) and connect to #34

on the Telorvek panel.

TP-55 Affordable Locate the three gang connector with the Yellow, Purple and Orange wires located near

the computer plugs. Cut the wires to length.  Install brass terminals supplied on the wires. 

Plug them into the three gang connector supplied making sure that the Yellow is across

from the Yellow and the Purple is across from the Purple. The Orange wire running out of

the Affordable harness into the connector is not used with this application.

TC-62 

 Torque Converter Lock Up

Round Five Pin Connector

This accessory wiring kit is designed to work with Ron Francis Wiring Kits. The torque converter clutch feature is

to eliminate power loss when the vehicle is cruising on the highway.  This allows the convenience of the automatic transmission

and the fuel economy of a manual transmission. You must have a pulse generator located in the transmission wired to your ECM.

 

This transmission has the capability of telling the computer (ECM) what gear it's in.  This allows the ECM to adjust ignition timing

after the transmission shift for higher shift speeds. However some General Motors Computers do not connect to all the wiring we

have provided. Follow the instructions below on how to wire this kit into Ron Francis W iring harness that you have purchased. 

Speed Sensor Connection: TP-50, LT-40, LT-50, TP-55  fuel injection harnesses   Enclosed are two sets of Yellow

and Purple wires with different types of connectors.  These wires are for the two types of factory transmission mounted pulse

generators.  Compare the two plugs to the factory transmission connector and use that one with the factory pulse generator. Run

the wires to the Telorvek panel or to the computer connector area of the TP-55 affordable harness.  Using the chart below connect

the speed sensor wires to the appropriate location.



To complete the installation, choose the harness you have in your vehicle listed below and follow the

instructions noted in that paragraph. 

Telorvek II TP-50 Installation

Plug the black connector with the Lt Green, Lt Blue, Tan, Dk Green and white wires into the transmission. The Dk Green and

White wires will not be used.  Run the Lt Blue and Tan wires to the Telorvek II Panel.  Install the fork terminals (supplied)

and connect the Tan wire to #42 and the Lt Blue to #41 on the Telorvek II Panel.

Mount the relay inside the vehicle as close to the brake light switch as possible.  Run the Lt Green wire from the transmission

connector to the relay. Install the brass terminal and connector (supplied) and plug it into the short Lt Green wire running from the

relay.  Run the Orange wire to a switched ignition source.  Run the Black wire to ground. Run the Purple wire to the brake light

switch. Connect this wire to the wire that has 12 volts when the brakes are applied.

Telorvek III LT-50 Installation

Plug the black connector with the Lt Green, Lt Blue, Tan, Dk Green and W hite wires into the transmission.  Run the Lt Blue, Dk

Green, Tan and W hite  wires to the Telorvek III Panel.  Install the fork terminals supplied and connect the Lt Blue wire to #27, Tan

wire to #48,  Dk Green wire to #28 and the W hite W ire to #29 on the Telorvek III panel. 

Mount the relay inside the body as close to the brake light switch as possible. Run the Lt Green wire from the transmission

connector to the relay. Install the brass terminal and connector supplied and plug it into the short Lt Green wire running form the

relay.  Run the Orange wire to a switched ignition source.  Run the Black wire to ground. Run the Purple wire to the brake light

switch. Connect this wire to the wire that has 12 volts when the brakes are applied. 

Affordable TP-55  Installation

Plug the black connector with the Lt Green, Lt Blue, Tan, Dk Green and W hite wires into the transmission. The Dk Green and

White wires will not be used.   Run the Tan and Lt Blue wires up to the TPI computer connectors.  Install the brass terminals

and connectors supplied.  Connect them to the Tan and Lt Blue wires with the mating connectors at the computer connectors (Tan

to Tan, Lt Blue to Lt Blue).

Mount the relay inside the vehicle close to the brake light switch as possible. Run the Lt Green wire from the transmission

connector to the relay. Install a brass term inal and connector and plug it into the short Lt Green wire running from the relay.

Connect the Orange wire to a switched ignition source and the Black wire to ground.  Run the Purple wire to the brake light switch.

Connect this wire to the wire that has 12 volts when the brakes are applied. 
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